Chelsio Communications appoints Netweb Technologies as the distributor for India
and Singapore
New Delhi, June 21, 2010 -- Chelsio Communication, the leader in the convergence of networking,
storage and clustering interconnects had signed up with Netweb technologies, the server, storage
and HPC solution provider - as the distributer for all its (Chelsio) products in India and Singapore.
The product line includes the top-end interconnect components such as 10G to FC routers, 10G/1G
Adapters, 10G cables and transceivers. Chelsio also has a wide range of management software to
centrally manage Chelsio's NIC, TOE, iSCSI and Boot Solutions.
Chelsio has also engineered four generations of silicon technology, with the announcement of the
latest Terminator 4 ASIC in March 2010.Based on a pipelined VLIW engine design, Chelsio's ASICs
deliver unmatched performance for L AN, SAN and Cluster applications. W ith its unique ability to
fully offload TCP, iSCSI and iWARP protocols on a single chip, Chelsio’s adapter cards unburden
communications responsibilities and processing overhead from servers and storage systems,
resulting in a dramatic increase in application performance.
“By this engagement we will be able to provide our customers the best of the breed interconnect
solutions for our Server, storage and HPC offerings.” Says Sanjay Lodha, CEO, Netweb Technologies.
“ These are the super high performance and low latency products having a great potential for our
HPC and Storage customers in India and Singapore.” Adds Sanjay.
“We are pleased to have Netweb Technologies be a distribution partner for our 10GbE Unified
W ire solutions in India and Singapore,” said Sean Conlon, Chelsio vice president of sales for Asia
Pacific. “Netweb has a solid track record of success providing server, storage and high
performance computing solutions to its partners and customers.”
About Chelsio Communications, Inc.
Chelsio Communications is leading the convergence of networking, storage and clustering
interconnects with its robust, high-performance and proven unified wire, storage software and
appliance technology. Featuring a highly scalable and programmable architecture, Chelsio is
shipping 10-Gigabit Ethernet and multi-port Gigabit Ethernet adapter cards, delivering the low
latency and superior throughput required for high-performance computing applications. For more
information, visit the company online at www.chelsio.com.
About Netweb Technologies
Netweb Technologies, a leading provider of server, storage and high-performance computing (HPC)
solutions, is headquartered in New Delhi, India, has offices in India and Singapore, and is
continuously expanding its network of international offices and partners. For more information on
Netweb Technologies please visit www.netwebindia.com.
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